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Introduction

The last 12 months will be remembered as a period when global events and the COVID outbreak combined to "pack 
a decade of e-commerce growth into a single year." Shelter in place orders swept across regions, forced a sea 
change in shopping behavior as record numbers of consumers leaned into mobile and apps to do daily shopping, 
hunt bargains, and collect digital coupons. 

The outcome was a "shopping boom," according to app market intelligence provider App Annie. It observed that 
time spent in shopping apps in 2020 grew 45% across the majority of markets. The global impact on mobile 
commerce was profound. In the U.S. alone—where mobile commerce has more than doubled since 2015—numbers 
hit a new high. Research firm Insider Intelligence reckons mobile commerce in the U.S. hit $284 billion in 2020, 
accounting for 45% of total revenues.  

To equip marketers to make data-informed decisions and deliver compelling campaigns, Liftoff partners with App 
Annie and poq, a cloud native mobile app provider, to analyze engagement trends and metrics. The 2021 Mobile 
Shopping Apps Report breaks down Shopping app data by platform, region and season to tell the story of a special 
year for e-commerce.

Introduction
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https://www.shopify.com/partners/blog/ecommerce-trends
https://www.shopify.com/partners/blog/ecommerce-trends
https://codebroker.com/covid-shopper-survey/
https://internetretailing.net/mobile-theme/mobile-theme/use-of-shopping-apps-globally-grew-45-in-2020-driven-by-social-and-live-streams-22702
https://www.businessinsider.com/mobile-commerce-shopping-trends-stats
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Report highlights

Cost Metrics

Across the year, CPIs averaged $2.67, with the highest point 
reached in August 2020 ($4.21). Cost per Acquisition - 
Purchase averaged $17.85. The mean ITA was close to 15% 
but increased to 19.9% in May 2021. 

Basket Size

Basket sizes increased as users depended on mobile apps 
for their daily shopping. poq reports that basket sizes hit an 
average spend of $78, rising 22% within a year.

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

Shopping App Sessions

By May 2021, app usage among Android shoppers averaged 
two billion hours per week. The Americas experienced the 
largest increase in time spent, followed by APAC and EMEA 
who tied for second place.

In-App Time Spent 

Time spent in shopping apps grew 48% year-over-year in Q1 
2021. Indonesia experienced an 87% rise in use, the largest 
of any country. 

Report Highlights
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The Shopping 
App Landscape
Mobile app usage has increased thanks to the 
pandemic, but will present trends continue?
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Worldwide time spent in shopping apps grew 49% year-over-year in 
Q1 2021.

Hours Spent Using Shopping Apps in Selected Markets

THE SHOPPING APP LANDSCAPE
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THE SHOPPING APP LANDSCAPE

By May 2021, app usage among Android shoppers averaged two 
billion hours per week, up 51% from pre-pandemic levels.

● The momentum of m-commerce, driven in part by 
COVID-19, increased in pace as mobile-first 
shopping habits replaced in-store.

● Across the board, shopping app use was up. But 
trends in time-spent-per-week highlighted the 
distinct differences posed by inevitable shopping 
app seasonality in each region.

● User hours peaked during regional holidays: 
2020’s Singles Day and Black Friday/Cyber 
Monday saw massive jumps in use on their 
respective days.

Use market estimates to understand which trends 
and features drive user interest and high 
engagement rates on mobile. 

Weekly Hours Spent In Shopping Apps by Region

+54% vs. 
Jan 2020 

+40% vs. 
Jan 2020 

+38% vs. 
Jan 2020 
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Time Spent in Shopping Apps by Region

https://www.appannie.com/en/go/contact-sales/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-referral-202101-som-21-demo-request-link&utm_content=PR-&sfdcid=7016F000002SddD
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Breakout Shopping Apps by Downloads
June 2020 - May 2021 vs. June 2019 - May 2020

THE SHOPPING APP LANDSCAPE

Note: Year-over-year growth in total downloads across iOS & Google Play

Mix of dominant and local players
using key regions to expand their 
global reach.
Digital-first players dominate the charts, occupying 13 of the top 
20 ranks for breakout shopping apps by growth in aggregate 
downloads. Grocery, peer-to-peer, and marketplace apps 
continue to grow. Gen Z are significantly influencing growth, with 
particular concentration on apparel and footwear shopping apps. 

India drove downloads for “Fashion Shopping” apps like AJIO 
and Nykaa Fashion. SHEIN made its way to the Americas, where 
the US and Brazil drove nearly ⅓ of total apps downloads over 
the last 12 months.

Vinted and LIDL Plus saw strong growth throughout Europe. 
Shopee, Alibaba.com, IKEA, PatPat and SaraMart also ranked 
among the top breakout apps with a large global footprint 
acquired in the last year. 

Monitor breakout apps to know which apps are gaining traction 
with users and could infringe on your market. 
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Breakout Shopping Apps by Downloads

https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000548906
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000799220
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000514517/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000445246/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000667980
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000516340/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000447645/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000746618/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000680464/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000651614/
https://www.appannie.com/en/go/contact-sales/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-referral-202101-som-21-demo-request-link&utm_content=PR-&sfdcid=7016F000002SddD
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User Acquisition Trends
The pandemic offered a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity to convert new audiences.
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USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

Shopping App Cost and Conversions

At $17.85, the cost per acquisition (CPA) didn’t break the bank. 
Conversion rates hovered at nearly 15%, showing that ads continue to 
reach users and resonate.
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Shopping App CPI by Month

USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

Seasonality and sales were the force behind falling cost-per-install 
(CPI) rates. But captive audiences under regional lockdowns helped 
push prices down further.
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Shopping App Purchase - CPA and ITA by Month

USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

Uncertainty led to price volatility, but by October 2020, ITAs 
consistently increased as users turned to shopping apps.
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USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

Android edges out iOS in both cost and conversion performance. 
The platform offers marketers 2x lower rates to acquire shoppers 
willing to spend.

Shopping App Cost Metrics by Platform

● CPI: At $2.13, Android users offer better 
value (saving $1.72 per install) versus iOS 
with a CPI of $3.85.

● CPA: Acquiring a user who makes a 
purchase on iOS ($33.99) is almost 2x 
more expensive than on Android ($12.88).

● ITA: Android apps convert better, with an 
install-to-action (ITA) rate of 16.5%—a 
massive 5.2 percentage points above iOS 
(11.3%).
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Shopping App Cost Metrics by Region

USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

LATAM wins where it counts with low-cost installs and outstanding 
performance. APAC follows second, offering marketers high 
engagement for an affordable price.
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Shota Onishi
Acquisition Marketing

Shota Onishi

“
USER ACQUISITION TRENDS

User onboarding is very important. With only an 
online interface, it is difficult for shopping apps to 
communicate with users to build trust. To 
compensate, cultivate and retain your users by 
promoting offline user onboarding measures to 
improve user acquisition.

Click the       
button for more:

Formerly

https://www.heroes.liftoff.io/ja/marketer/onishi-mercari/
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Ad Creative
Trends
Video rises as the must-use format of 2021.
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Impressions by Ad Type, % Change vs. July 2020

Shopping App Avg. Monthly Impression Volume by Format

AD CREATIVE TRENDS

The creative mix suggests marketers use their mainstays to grab 
user attention. Banners (76%) make up the majority of creative 
impressions, while expensive ad formats are used far less.
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Shopping App Avg. Monthly Impression Volume by Format
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Impressions by Ad Type, % Change vs. July 2020

Shopping App Impression-to-Install % Change vs. May 2020 by Ad Format

AD CREATIVE TRENDS

Marketers pivoted to video, taking advantage of bigger audiences 
glued to popular video-based apps. Banners also experienced a 
rise in the run-up to the holidays, peaking in November.

18

Shopping App Impression-to-Install % Change
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Report highlights

Show thematically-similar product options

Whether in a carousel or showing all products at once, marketers 
should group together similar products to boost ad conversions. 
Showing dissimilar products can have the opposite effect, harming 
your conversion rate.

Give users an app walkthrough

A simple app walkthrough sets users expectations of the app. Make 
sure to show potential users how to navigate the app, add products 
to cart and make purchases with the ad. Giving users the full 
experience up front can help convert those still on the fence.

AD CREATIVE TRENDS

Display your discounts

If your popular products are on sale, make sure viewers can’t 
miss deals by using bold fonts and bright colors to draw 
attention to what is on offer. Promotions and special offers 
should be front and center to catch eyeballs and clicks.

Ads must focus on walkthroughs, products and price.

THREE WAYS TO
IMPROVE YOUR ADS

19

Three ways to improve your ads
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AD CREATIVE TRENDS

Marian Bucher
Senior App Growth Manager

Marian Bucher

“Dynamic creative optimization can be the 
key to stepping up your ad experience. It's 
not easy to accomplish, but it can be done 
by utilizing your product data feed to 
engineer dynamic creatives for retargeting 
and user acquisition.
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Retaining and
Engaging Users
Getting users to “shop ‘til they drop” requires 
real focus on digital-first experiences.
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Digital-first shopping apps drive 
better engagement as consumers 
try out new retail experiences.
● Digital-first retail experiences create 

engagement. The average US user spent 
over 3 minutes in online-first apps; 1.6x 
longer than shoppers spent in 
bricks-and-clicks apps. 

● South Korea and Japan appeared to favor 
apps that focus on their digital experience, 
with the average user spending almost 35 
sessions in online-first apps each month—the 
most of any country.

Monitoring engagement in your peer group and 
digital disruptors will be critical to maintaining 
mobile market share for traditional 
brick-and-mortar retailers.

Engagement in Digital-First vs. Bricks-and-Clicks Apps

RETAINING AND ENGAGING USERS

22

Engagement in Digital-First vs. Bricks-and-Clicks Apps
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SHEIN In-App Ads Are Critical to Overall

Mobile Acquisition Strategy

RETAINING AND ENGAGING USERS

Source: App Annie Intelligence, Creative Gallery
SHEIN targeted advertisements appeal to a key demographic 

audience segment that is growing within the retail market

Stage of life as well as income factor into how users shop both 
digitally and in-person. On mobile, Women’s Fashion apps are 
growing, and SHEIN is helping to pave the way for other rising stars.

Global Traction (Worldwide, Q2)

● Downloads of SHEIN grew 12% to 40.1 Million in Q2
● Active Users increased 24% to 71.0 Million MAU
● 12% increase in avg. sessions/user and avg. time/user

Primary Audience (SHEIN Users, US)

● 96% of users were female
● 61% of users were 16-24 years old

Spotlight on SHEIN: Fast-fashion player 
skyrockets to popularity as markets open 
back up around the world.

Understand how growing players are approaching UA and 
growing among key user segments—does your current 
audience align with where the market is headed?

In 2020, time spent in SHEIN on Android phones skyrocketed around the world.

23

Spotlight on SHEIN

https://www.appannie.com/en/go/state-of-mobile-2021/
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Background

The CN-HQ’d company started in 2014, and in recent months has quickly gained a lead against players like Amazon. As a mobile-native 
retailer, SHEIN leverages ‘influencer’ style product placements in images and allows for outfit ‘likes’ and fosters shoppers submitting 
user-generated content to target young females.

Spotlight on SHEIN: Digital-native player drives strong retention 
and engagement in the US.

Compare your mobile performance to the market—are you over or 
underperforming and maximizing your top-line potential as a retailer? 

Engagement in Top Shopping Apps in the U.S.

RETAINING AND ENGAGING USERS

24

Success Metrics

Users of SHEIN spent +215% more time in the app in the last 12 
months, totaling about 22.9 monthly million hours in the mobile-first 
shopping app. By global breakdown, SHEIN saw a +170% YoY 
increase in Mexico, +490% in the UK, +530% in France and +550% 
in Canada. In March 2021, over 88% of people who had the SHEIN 
app installed used the app at least once in the month.

Learning

Incorporating mobile-first gestures is a standout way to slot into 
existing habits from mobile-first users like Gen Z. 

Spotlight on SHEIN 2

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/mobile-shopping-apps-2-3-billion-hours-single-week/
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In-app Actions
and Activity
poq data reveals basket sizes are growing as 
users favor feature-rich experiences.
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Basket sizes are growing fast: average order value (AOV) increased 
22% in a single year.

Average Order Value per Month

IN-APP ACTIONS AND ACTIVITY
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Average Order Value per Month
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Convenient and shareable experiences have a significant impact on 
cultivating loyal user engagement. 

● The more interactive features available 
for users to engage with, the more they 
frequent the app. 

● In-app features such as Stories (25.9 
sessions per user) and Wishlists (27.7) 
lead to better engagement.  

● Another popular feature available in 
poq apps is 'Swipe To Like' (like Tinder, 
but for product recommendations and 
discovery). Interaction with this 
increased engagement by 3%.

To show how gamification can also help 
increase sessions per user and conversion 
rates, poq partnered with Gameloft for brands.

In-App Sessions by Feature Engagement

IN-APP ACTIONS AND ACTIVITY

27

In-App Sessions by Feature Engagement

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/poq-joins-forces-with-gameloft-for-brands-to-bring-mobile-gaming-experiences-to-retail-app-shoppers-301304902.html
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Push notifications timing matters. Thursday is the optimal day to 
make your message heard.

Push Notification Opens Heatmap

4 pm until 8 pm tends to be 
hotspots of push receptivity. Time 
your messages during these 
hours for optimum reach.

IN-APP ACTIONS AND ACTIVITY

28

Push Notification Opens Heatmap
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Author
Takeaways
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AUTHOR TAKEAWAYS

James Haslam
Senior Marketing Insights Manager 

James Haslam

“Shopping apps experienced explosive 
growth in the past year. To make their 
apps stick, app marketers need to focus 
on digital-first experiences from the ad to 
the app that cater to user’s tastes.
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Notes on the Report
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Methodology

NOTES ON THE REPORT

Date range: June 1, 2020–June 01, 2021

106

Apps

95B

Impressions

1.1B

Clicks

39M

Events

14M

Installs 

Liftoff Methodology
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App Annie Disclaimer
App Annie is a mobile market estimate service provider. App Annie is not registered in 
any investment advisory capacity in any jurisdiction globally, and does not offer any legal, 
financial, investment or business advice. Nothing contained in this communication, or in any 
App Annie products, services, communications, or other offerings, should be construed as 
an offer, recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell any security or investment, or to make 
any investment decisions. Any reference to past or potential performance is not, and should 
not, be construed as a recommendation or as a guarantee of any specific outcome. You 
should always consult your own professional legal, financial, investment and business advisors. 
Additionally, by providing the information herein, App Annie does not make any represent-
ations or warranties and does not undertake any legal or contractual obligations whatsoever. 
No liability may accrue to App Annie as a result of providing this information to you.
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The Mobile Performance Standard

Through our market estimates and insights platform, we help create winning 
mobile experiences for those aspiring to achieve successful app launches.

https://ap4.salesforce.com/0019000000lJ5W5
https://ap4.salesforce.com/00190000019iO46?srPos=4&srKp=00Q


We Fuel Successful 
Mobile Experiences & Monetization

Request a Demo Today

appannie.com

Competitive 
Intelligence

Driving Organic Search 
& Paid User Acquisition

Product Development 
& Roadmap Planning

Business 
Development

International 
Expansion

Ad Monetization
Optimization

https://www.appannie.com/en/go/contact-sales?utm_source=aa&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-referral-202107-retail-report-2021-links&utm_content=PR-&sfdcid=7016F000002SmoM2-liftoff-finance-report-demo-request-link&utm_content=PR-&sfdcid=7016F000002SgGgQAK
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“Where your 
customers are”
Empowering brands and retailers to 
create outstanding shopping 
experiences. Anywhere.

Discover poq native mobile apps here. 

mailto:info@poqcommerce.com


Liftoff is a complete mobile app marketing platform that helps companies acquire and retain 

high-quality app users at scale. We use unbiased ML to find all the best users for your app, 

creative tech to deliver the most engaging ad experience, and a unique cost per revenue 

model to optimize for your LTV goals. 

Liftoff is proud to be a long-term partner to leading brand advertisers and app publishers 

since 2012. Headquartered in Redwood City, Liftoff has a global presence with offices in New 

York, Berlin, London, Paris, Singapore, Seoul, and Tokyo.

www.liftoff.io

https://www.facebook.com/liftoff.io
https://www.linkedin.com/company/liftoffmobile/
https://twitter.com/liftoffmobile

